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FIL4710- Philosophical Aesthetics  

Spring 2014 

Monday 26
th

 of May, 09:00am (4 hours) 

The set of questions consists of 1 page 

No means of help are permitted  

 

Exam questions 

Please, answer all in all four questions, one of each set 1, 2, 3, and 4. In every 

set, you can choose between A or B. 

 

Note that you can write your answers either in English or in Norwegian.  

 

Please, make sure you write legibly.  

 

 

1: About David Hume (1757/2008) “Of the Standard of Taste”, in Selected Essays, 

Oxford: Oxford Paperbacks, 133-153. 

 

A: Is there, according to Hume, a standard of taste, such that the aesthetic 

judgments based on it can make justified claims to be right or adequate to their 

object? If so, which standard is it? How does Hume justify his answers to these 

questions? Discuss the pros and cons of his answers. 

 

B: In his inquiry into the ‘standard of taste’, Hume relies on an example of two 

people tasting wine from a barrel. Please, provide a short account of the 

example and then answer the following questions: What is the function of the 

example in the framework of Hume’s argument? How convincing is the point 

that Hume tries to make with this example? Discuss the pros and cons of his 

relying on an example of wine-tasting in his inquiry into the nature of artistic 

taste. 

 

  

2: About Pierre Bourdieu (2010) Distinction, The Hague: Routledge. 

  

A:  According to Bourdieu, aesthetic taste is a matter of education and, 

accordingly, of class membership. Please, make his main claim explicit and 

provide an account of the way he defends this claim. Would David Hume have 

agreed with Bourdieu? Defend your answer to this question. 

 

B: According to Bourdieu, aesthetic taste is a matter of education and, 

accordingly, of class membership. Please, make his main claim explicit and 
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provide an account of the way he defends this claim. Would Immanuel Kant 

have agreed with Bourdieu? Defend your answer to this question. 

 

 

  

3: About Immanuel Kant (1790/2001) Critique of the Power of Judgment, Part 1, 

“Critique of the aesthetic power of judgment”, Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press. 

 

A: How does Kant distinguish the ‘pure judgment of taste’ from (a) the judgment 

of factual knowledge, from (b) the judgment about something as agreeable or 

disagreeable, (b) the moral judgment? What is, according to Kant, the main 

philosophical challenge that a philosophical account of the judgment of taste 

has to meet? 

 

B: Kant defines beauty as a ‘form of purposiveness of an object, insofar as it is 

perceived in it without the representation of an end [of a purpose] (CPJ §17, V: 

236). What does he mean by this? For your answer to this question, you may 

rely on the footnote added to this definition where Kant talks about 

archeological findings. 

 

 

 

4: About Arthur Danto (1981) The Transfiguration of the Commonplace, 

Cambridge/Mass: Harvard University Press. 

 

A: According to Danto, an artwork can have a non-aesthetic counterpart: There 

can be an object that is indiscernible from the artwork without sharing its status 

as an artwork. Given this claim, there is the question how he distinguishes an 

artwork from its non-aesthetic counterpart. What is Danto’s answer to this 

question? 

 

B: What does Danto mean by ‘the transfiguration of the commonplace’? Is this an 

adequate way to label what, according to him, distinguishes an artwork from its 

non-aesthetic counterpart? 

 

 

 

 

 


